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(Communicated by John B. Conway)

ABSTRACT. We show how D. Voiculescu's proof of the Berger-Shaw trace

inequality for rationally cyclic nearly hyponormal operators can be presented

using only elementary operator-theoretic concepts. In addition we show that

if T is a hyponormal operator whose essential spectrum has zero area, then the

question of whether [T*, T] is trace class depends only on the spectral picture

of T. We also show how a special case of results of Helton-Howe can be derived

from the BDF theory.

In [9] D. Voiculescu proved the following beautiful generalization of the Berger-

Shaw inequality for hyponormal operators.

THEOREM 1. Suppose T is an operator on a Hubert space such that [T*,T] =

T*T — TT* is the sum of a positive operator and a trace class operator. If X is a

Hubert-Schmidt operator and T + X is rationally m-cyclic, then

7Ttr[T*,T] < mAxe&o(T + X).

The original Berger-Shaw result [3] is the special case when [T*,T] > 0 and

X = 0. A remarkable feature of Voiculescu's proof is that it can be presented so

that it depends only on elementary operator-theoretic concepts. In this paper we

provide such a presentation, and we extend the generalization a bit further. In the

case when the essential spectrum oe(T) of T has area 0, we show that the spectral

picture of T completely determines whether or not [T*, T] is trace class. In this case

we show how some results of Helton and Howe [6] and Pincus [7] can be derived

from the Brown-Douglas-Fillmore theory [5]. We also provide a proof of Theorem

1 in the case when m = oo and Area <t(T + X) = 0; this proof was omitted in [9].

The first step in the proof of Theorem 1 is the following lemma; here || • ||2 denotes

the Hilbert-Schmidt norm.

LEMMA 2.   IfT is an operator and P is a finite-rank projection, then

trP[T*,T]2>< \\(l-P)TP\\l

PROOF. Write P as an operator matrix P =

P[T*,T]P =

i o
0 0

and write T =
A B

c D
. Then

[A*,A\ + C*C -BB*    0
0 0

Thus

trP[T*,T}P = tr[A*,A] + \\C\\22 - \\B
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Since A is finite dimensional, tr[yl*, A] = 0. Hence

trP[T*,T)P<\\C\\2 = \\(l-P)TP\\2.    G

REMARK. The proof of Lemma 2 shows that

||(1 - P)TP\\2 = trP[T*,T\P + \\PT(1 - P)\\2,

and the proof works whenever tr[A*, A] = 0.

LEMMA 3. Suppose T is rationally m-cyclic. Then there is a sequence {Pk} of

finite-rank projections such that Pk ] 1 and rank(l - Pk)TPk < m for k = 1,2,....

PROOF. Let {/i, /2, • • ■, /m} be a ratinally cyclic set for T, and let {zi,z2,. ■ ■}

be dense in the complement of o(T). For each positive integer k let Pk be the

projection onto the subspace spanned by {T3'(T' — 2i)_1 • • ■ (T' — Zk)_1 fi : 0 < j < 2k

and 1 < i < m}. Since T maps at most m of these vectors out of the range of Pk,

it follows that rank(l - Pk)TPk < m. Since arbitrary rational functions of T

with poles off o(T) can be approximated arbitrarily closely in norm by finite linear

combinations of operators of the form T3 (T — zi)~x ■ ■ ■ (T — zk)_1, with 0 < j < 2k,

it follows that Pk] 1-     □

LEMMA 4. Suppose [T*,T] is the sum of a positive operator and a trace class

operator, and suppose X is a Hubert-Schmidt operator such that T + X is rationally

m-cyclic. Then tr[T*,T] < m||T + X||2.

PROOF. First apply Lemma 3 to T + X to obtain a sequence {Pk} of finite-rank

projections such that Pk } 1 and such that rank(l - Pk)(T + X)Pk < m for k > 1.

Note that it follows that

\\(l-Pk)(T + X)Pk\\2<m\\(l-Pk)(T + X)Pk\\2

for k > 1. Furthermore, since X is Hilbert-Schmidt, it follows that ||(1 — Pk)XPk\\2

—► 0 as k —> co. Thus, by Lemma 2, we have

tr[T*,T] - limtrPfc[T*,T]2>fc < limsup||(l - Pk)TPk\\\
k k

= lim sup ||(1 - Pk)(T + X)Pk\\\
k

^limsupmlKl-PfcHT + JOPfcH2 <m||T + X||2.    D
k

PROOF OF THEOREM 1. We need to consider two cases.

Case 1. m < co. Let R = ||T+AT||, and let D be the disk centered at 0 with radius

R. Suppose e > 0. We can choose a finite disjoint collection {Di,D2,... ,Dn}

of closed disks contained in D \ o(T + X) so that Area(D) < Areaa(T + X) +

Y^k Area(Dfc) + e. In other words, if each Dk has center ak and radius rk, then

7t222 - n ^2k r\ < Area o(T + X) + e. Let S be the unilateral shift operator, and

for 1 < k < n, let Sk be the direct sum of m copies of ak + rkS. Then each Sk is m-

cyclic, and since the spectra of the operators T+X, Si,..., S„ are pairwise disjoint,

it follows that W = (T + X)©Si ©• • -®Sn is rationally m-cyclic. Clearly \\W\\ = R.

Also, if V = T © Si © • • • © Sn, then [V*, V] is the sum of a positive operator and

a trace class operator. Thus, by Lemma 4, we obtain tr[V*, V] < m\\W\\2 = mR?.

However,

tr[V*,V] = tr[r,r]+^tr[Sfe*,S,]=tr[T*,T]+m^r2.
fc k
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Thus

7Ttr[T*,T] <m ( ttR2 -Y^TrrM < m(Areao-(T + X) + e).

\ k J

Since e was arbitrary, the proof is complete in this case.

Case 2. m = co and Area o(T + X) = 0. Clearly, there is no harm in assuming

the underlying Hilbert space is separable with an orthonormal basis {ei,e2,...}.

For each positive integer n, let Pn be the projection onto the rationally m-cyclic

invariant subspace for T + X generated by {ei,...,en}.   Fix n and write Pn =
i o
o o

A B

C D
and X = V w

Y Z

we conclude C — -Y. Since

Pn[T*,T]Pn =

Since the range of P„ is invariant for T + X,

[A*,A] + C*C -BB*    0
0 0

and [T*,T] is the sum of a positive operator and a trace class operator, it follows

that [A*,-A] + C*C - BB* is the sum of a positive operator and a trace class

operator. Since C = —Y is Hilbert-Schmidt, C*C must be a trace class operator.

Furthermore since the range of Pn is rationally invariant for T + X, it follows that

a (A + V) C o(T + X). Hence A + V is rationally m-cyclic and Areao-(yi + V) = 0.

Applying Case 1 to A and V, we see that [A*, A] is trace class and tr[A*,A] < 0.

Thus, as in the proof of Lemma 2, we see

tiPn\T*,T}Pn < \\C\\2 = ||(1 - Pn)XPn\\2.

Since Pn 1 1, we obtain tr[T*,T] < 0 by taking the limit as n —> co.    D

REMARK. All of the above proofs are due to D. Voiculescu, except the proof

of Lemma 3, in which we modified Voiculescu's argument to avoid using his q2-

function, and the proof of Case 2 above.

In [4] Berger and Shaw proved a version of Theorem 1 in which rational cyclicity

was replaced by effectual rational cyclicity. For vectors /i, f2,... ,fm let

3Jl(T;/i,/2, ■ ■. ,/m) be the closure of the set {/: 3 polynomials q,Pi,- ■ ■ ,pm with

q ,¿ 0 such that q(T)f = pi(T)/i +p2(T)f2 + ■ ■ ■ +pm(T)fm}. It is easily seen that

9ft(T;/i,/2, • • • ,/m) is a subspace that is invariant under r(T) for every rational

function r with poles off o(T). An operator T is effectually rationally m-cyclic if

there are vectors fi,f2,...,fm such that DJl(T; fi,f2,...,,fm) is the whole Hilbert

space. This definition agrees with the one in [4] but differs slightly from the one in

[2] in which a version of Theorem 1 for von Neumann algebras is established.

We now turn to a generalization of Theorem 1 that is inspired by Lemmas 3 and

4. For each operator T let t(T) be the liminf of rank(l - P)TP as P ranges over

the finite-rank projections and P —> 1 in the strong operator topology. The lim inf

here is obtained by taking the infimum of all rank((l — P)TP) as P ranges over all

finite-rank projections in a strong operator topology neighborhood of 1 and then

taking the supremum of such infima over all neighborhoods of 1. Since the relative

strong operator topology on the set of projections is metrizable, the lim inf may also

be characterized as the smallest of the sequential limits, lim„ rank((l — Pn)TPn), as

(Pn) varies over all sequences of finite-rank projections converging strongly to 1 for

which the limit exists. Suppose t(T) < co. Since rank is cardinal-valued, there is

a sequence of finite-rank projections Pn such that Pn —► 1 and rank(l - P„)TPn —

t(T) for n = 1,2,_ The content of Lemma 3 is that if T is rationally m-cyclic,
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then t(T) < m. Furthermore, the proof of Lemma 4 shows that if [T*,T] is the

sum of a positive operator and a trace class operator, and if X is a Hilbert-Schmidt

operator, then tr[T*,T] < t(T + X)\\T + X\\2. Our aim is to prove the following

analog of Theorem 1.

THEOREM 5. If [T*,T] is the sum of a positive operator and a trace class

operator, and if X is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator, then

7rtr[T*,T] <r(r + X)Areacr(r + A:).

An examination of the proof of Theorem 1 (Case 1) shows that to prove Theorem

5 we need only show that if A and B are operators with disjoint spectra, then

t(A@B) < max(r(A), t(B)). Therefore Theorem 5 is a consequence of the following

proposition, which contains some of the basic properties of the function r. Part

(1) of the following shows why it would be natural to call t(T) the modulus of

triangularity of T (see [1] and [10]).

PROPOSITION 6. Suppose S, T and Y are operators and m is a positive integer.

Then

(1) t(T) = 0 if and only ifT is upper triangular with respect to some orthonormal

basis;

(2) t(S®T)<t(S)+t(T);
(3) if {Qn} is a sequence of projections onto invariant subspaces ofT such that

Qn -> 1 then r(T) < liminfn r(T|ran(Qn));

(4) ifT is effectually rationally m-cyclic, then t(T) < m;

(5) t(T) < m if and only if there is a sequence {Qn} of projections with Qn —> 1

in the strong operator topology such that the range of each Qn is the sum of a

finite-dimensional invariant subspace of T and an m-cyclic invariant subspace of

T;
(6) t(T) < m if and only if there is a sequence {Qn} of finite-rank projections

with Qn —► 1 in the strong operator topology such that the range of each Qn generates

an invariant subspace for T on which T is effectually rationally m-cyclic;

(7) if o(S) n o(T) = 0, then t(S © T) = max(r(S), t(T));

(8) if SY — YT and Y has dense range, then t(S) < t(T); and

(9) if S and T are quasisimilar, then t(S) = t(T).

PROOF. Statements (1), (2) and (3) follow from the definition of r.

(4) Suppose T is effectually rationally m-cyclic. Then there are vectors fi,f2,...,

fm such that {g: for some n, Tn+1g is in the linear span of {Tkg: 0 < k <

n} U {Tkfj : k > 0 and 1 < j < m}} = OT is dense. Let {gi,g2,...} be dense

in OJl. For each positive integer s there are positive integers n(s) and k(s) such

that, for 1 < i < s, the vector Tn^+1gt is in the linear span of {Tkg%: 0 < k <

n(s)} U {Tkfj: 0 < k < k(s) and 1 < / < m}. Let Ps be the projection onto the

linear span of {T*^: 0 < k < n(s) and 1 < i < s} U {Tkfj: 0 < k < k(s) and

1 < j < fn}. As in the proof of Lemma 3, we see that rank(l — PS)TPS < m for

s > 1. Clearly Ps —> 1 as s —► co. Hence r(T) < m.

(5) The "if" part of (5) is a consequence of (3) and (4). Conversely, suppose that

P is a finite-rank projection and rank(l - P)TP = m > 1. Let 9JT be the range of

P. We shall show that the smallest invariant subspace of T that incudes ÜJI is the
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sum of a finite-dimensional invariant subspace and an m-cyclic invariant subspace.

This will imply the "only if" part of (5).

First note that m is the dimension of the quotient space T(Wl)/Wl nT(9Jl). For

each / in 9JI, define the order of / to be the smallest positive integer n for which Tnf

is not in 9JÏ, provided such an integer exists; otherwise define the order of / to be co.

If / is in 9JÎ, then either the order of / is infinite or else it is no greater than dim9Jl,

and 9Jlo = {/ E 9JÎ: / has infinite order} is a finite-dimensional invariant subspace

of T. Let /i be a vector in 9JI having maximal finite order n(l). Let f2 be a vector

in 9JI having maximal finite order n(2) among all the vectors / of finite order n such

that Tnf and Tn^'/i are linearly independent modulo 9JÎ. Proceeding inductively,

we can choose from 9JI vectors fi, f2,. ■ ■ ,fm (since dimT(9JC)/9JÎ n T(Wl) = m) so

that, for each k, 1 < k < m, the vector fk has maximal order among all vectors /

of finite order n such that T"f, Tn^/i,..., Tn(-k~^ fk-i are linearly independent

modulo 9Jt. Let 91 be the sum of 9Jîn and the linear span of {Tkfi : 0 < k < n(i)

and 1 < i < m}. We will show that 91 = 9JI. If 91 ̂  9JÍ, then there is a vector / in

9JÎ such that / has maximal (finite) order n among those vectors in 9JÎ but not in

91. Let k be the smallest positive integer for which Tnf,Tn^fi,... ,Tn^ fk are

linearly dependent modulo 9JÍ. It is clear from the choice of /¿'s that n < nk <

■■■ < ni. There are scalars ai,a2,... ,ak such that Tn f -^iatTn^> fi is in 9JÎ.

Let h = / - Ei aiTn^-nft. Then Tnh E Wl, and T3h E 971 for 0 < j < n. Thus
the order of h is greater than n. It follows from the choice of n that h E 91; whence

/ = h - Y,iaiTn{i)~nh S W. This contradiction implies that 9Jt = 91 It follows

that the smallest closed invariant subspace of T that includes 9JÍ is the sum of 9Jlo

and the m-cyclic invariant subspace generated by {fi,f2, ■ ■ ■, fm). This completes

the proof of (5).

(6) The "if" part of (6) is implied by (3) and (4) and the "only if" part by (5).

(7) If o(S) fi o(T) — 0, then by Runge's theorem 1 © 0 is in the norm closed

algebra generated by the rational functions in S © T. Thus, by the remarks pre-

ceding the definition of effectual rational m-cyclic, for vectors fi, f2,- ■ ■, fm and

¡7i 102 > ■ • ■ i dm it follows that

Tl(S®T; fi®gi,f2®g2,..., fm®9m) = 3R(S; fi,h,..., fm)@m{T; gi,g2,..., gm).

Hence (7) is implied by (6).

(8) Suppose SY = YT and Y has dense range. Since p(S)Y = Yp(T) for every

polynomial p, it follows that if 9JI is a finite-dimensional invariant subspace for

T, then Y(Wl) is invariant for S, and if 9JÎ is an m-cyclic invariant subspace for

T, then the closure of Y(Wl) is an m-cyclic invariant subspace for S. It follows

from (5) that if r(T) < m, then there is a sequence {Qn} of projections such that

Qn —> 1 in the strong operator topology and the range of each Qn is the sum of a

finite-dimensional invariant subspace of T and an m-cyclic invariant subspace of T.

Thus if Pn is the projection onto the closure of the range of YQn, then the range of

each Pn is the sum of a finite-dimensional invariant subspace of S and an m-cyclic

invariant subspace for S. Since Y has dense range, it follows that Pn —► 1 strongly,

and (5) implies r(S) < m.

(9) Clearly, (8) implies (9).     D

REMARK. In the case when T is normal, it follows from a beautiful, deep result

of D. Voiculescu that there is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator X such that T + X is
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diagonal [11]. Since t(T + X) = 0, we see that Theorem 5 gives the best possible

estimate for tr[T*,T], while Theorem 1 does not.

We now turn to a generalization of Theorem 1 that does not depend on any sort

of cyclicity, but rather on the spectral picture of the operator. Suppose T is an

operator with essential spectrum oe(T). Let Vi, V2,... be the bounded components

of the complement of oe(T), and let mi,m2,... be the associated Fredholm indices

(i.e., mk — dimker(T - z) — dimker(T - z)* for every z in Vj,, k = 1,2,... ). The

Weyl essential spectrum <Twe(T) of T is the union of oe(T) with those Vfc's for which

mk ^ 0. It was proved by Stampfii [8] that there is a compact operator K such

that o(T + K) = <7we(T). Moreover in the first step of Stampfli's proof he shows

that there there is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator X such that o(T + X) \ <rwe(T) is

countable. Using Stampfli's result and Theorem 1 we obtain the following result.

COROLLARY 7. If[T*,T] is the sum of a positive operator and a trace operator,

and if Areaowe(T) = 0, then [T*,T] is trace class and tr[T*,T] = 0.

PROOF. By the above remarks, choose a Hilbert-Schmidt operator X such that

o(T + X) \o-we(T) is countable. Thus Area <t(T + X) = 0. It follows from Theorem

1 that tr[T*,T] < 0; thus [T*,T] is trace class. Hence we may apply our argument

to T* to obtain tr[T*,T] > 0.    D

THEOREM 8. Suppose [T*,T] is the sum of a positive operator and a trace class

operator. Let Vi,V2,... be the bounded components of the complement ofoe(T),

with associated Fredholm indices m,i,m2,.... Suppose also that

(1) Areaoe(T) = 0, and

(2) XX|mfc| AreaVfc: mk < 0} < co.
Then

(3) [T*,T] is trace class,

(4) J2k \mk\ AreaVfc < co, and

(5) 7Ttr[T*,T] = -Efe^fcAreaVfc.

PROOF. For each k with mk ^ 0, choose a seqence {Dkn} of open disks with

disjoint closures contained in Vk so that Area(Vfc \ {jnB>kn) — 0. For each such k

and each n, suppose Dkn has center akn and radius rkn, and let Sk be a direct sum

of |mfc| copies each of the operators Skn defined by

_ Í akn + rknS     if mk > 0,

I akn + rknS*    if mk < 0,

where S is the unilateral shift. Let W = Si © S2 © ■ ■ ■. Then [VK*, VK] is a diagonal

operator, and the sum of the absolute values of the negative eigenvalues of [W*, W]

is

X] ) ̂ 2,\mk\rln- m^ <0\ = ~Y1) l^fclXlArea-Dfc": mfc <0>

= -Y]{|wfc|AreaVfc: mk < 0},

which is finite by (2) above. Thus [(T © W)*, (T © W)\ is the sum of a positive

operator and a trace class operator. Furthermore, oe(T@W) = oe(T)Uoe(W), and

oe(W) is contained in the union of oe(T) with the sets Vfc\lJn Dkn (mk / 0). Hence,

by (1) and the choice of the Dkn:s, we see that Area.oe(T © W) = 0. Furthermore,
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the Fredholm index of (T © W) — z is 0 for each z in one of the 2)fcn's and for each

z in one of the Vks with mk = 0. Hence cwe(T © W) = oe(T © W), which has area

0. Thus, by Corollary 7, [(T © W)*, (T © W)} is trace class and has trace 0. Thus

[T*,T] and [W*, W] are trace class operators and

7Ttr[r,T]= -7rtr[W*,W] = -7r^|mfc|sgn(mfc)rL

k,n

= - J^mfc^ Area£>fc„ =-J^mfc AreaVfc.
k k k

This proves (3) and (5). Clearly (4) follows from (2), (3) and (5).     D

REMARK. It was shown by Helton and Howe [6] and by Pincus [7] that, among

the statements in the above theorem, (3) implies (4) (and hence (2)), and that (1)

and (3) together imply (5). Thus half of the following corollary depends on [6 and

7]-

COROLLARY 9. Suppose that [T*,T] is the sum of a positive operator and a

trace class and that Areaoe(T) = 0. Then [T*,T] is trace class if and only if

E{lmfc| AreaVfc: mk < 0} < co.

COROLLARY  10.   Suppose that [T*,T] is the sum of a positive operator and a

trace class operator and that Areaoe(T) = 0. Then 7rtr[T*,T] < E{lmfc I AreaVfc:

mk <0}.

COROLLRY 11. Suppose that [T* ,T] is the sum of a positive operator and a

trace class operator and that Areao-e(T) = 0.  Then

7Ttr[T*,T] < Í sup-mfc] Areao-we(T).

REMARK. It follows from part (4) of Proposition 6 that t(T) > supfc —mk for

every operator T. Hence, in the case when Area<7e(T) = 0, Corollary 11 is an

improvement of Theorem 5 (and Theorem 1).

COROLLARY 12. Suppose that [T*,T] is the sum of a positive operator and a

trace class operator and that AreatTe(T') = 0. If the complement of oe(T) has only

finite many components, then [T*,T] is trace class.

COROLLARY 13. If[T*,T] and [S*,S] are each the sum of a positive operator

and a trace class operator and that Areaoe(T) — 0, and if there is an essentially

unitary operator U such that U*TU — S is compact, then [T*,T] is trace class if

and only if [S*,S] is trace class and tr[T*,T] = tr[S*, S].

We turn now to a result of Helton and Howe [6] and Pincus [7]. Suppose [T*, T]

is trace class and T = X + iY with X and Y Hermitian. In [6] Helton and Howe

constructed a finite real Borel measure P on o(T) such that if p(x, y) and q(x, y)

are polynomials, then

(#) 2m tx[p(X, Y), q(X, Y)} = [      J(p, q) dP,
Jo-(T)

where J(p,q) = (dp/dx)(dq/dy) — (dp/dy)(dq/dx) is the Jacobian of p and q.

Since 2i[X, Y] = [T*,T] is trace class, X and Y commute modulo the trace class
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operators. Thus evaluations of p(X,Y) or q(X,Y) in more than one way (i.e.,

letting the variables x and y commute) differ by only a trace class operator, which

does not affect the trace in (#).

Pincus [7] proved that the measure P is absolutely continuous with respect

to area measure, and it was shown in [6] that the Radon-Nikodym derivative

dP/d Area takes the value —mk on each component Vfc of the complement of oe(T).

In the case when Arearre(T) = 0, it follows that (#) becomes

(##) 2nitT\p(X,Y),q(X,Y)} = -J2mk Í   J(p,q)dxdy.
k       Jv*

Note that letting p(x,y) = x and q(x,y) = y in (##) yields Theorem 8(5).

We conclude by showing how Theorem 8, combined with [5], yields a short proof

°f (##) under the additional assumption that Efc lmfcl AreaVfc < co. This latter

assumption is redundant, by Corollary 9, but the proof of the relevant half of

Corollary 9 uses the results in [6]. It would be nice to find an elementary proof

that J2k \mk I AreaVfc < co whenever [T*,T] is trace class.

THEOREM 14. Suppose [T*,T] is trace class and let Vi,V2,... be the com-

ponents of the complement of oe(T) with associated Fredholm indices mi,m2,....

Assume that Areaoe(T) = 0 and J2k \mk\ AreaVfc < co, and write T — X + iY

with X and Y Hermitian. For each pair p(x, y) and q(x, y) of polynomials, we have

2m tr[p(X,Y),q(X,Y)] = -J2™k [   J(p,q)dxdy.
k        Jv«

PROOF. In [6, pp. 150-153], an elementary proof of the theorem is given in the

case when T — a + rS or T = a + rS*, where S is the unilateral shift and r > 0.

For any operator T, let <p(T) denote the left side of (##)■

It follows from polarization that we can assume that p(X, Y) = q(X, Y)*. Let the

Dfcn's the Sfc„'s and W be as in the proof of Theorem 8, and let A = T © W. Then

[A*, A] is trace class, Area<Te(;4) = 0, and the Fredholm index of A — z is zero for

every z in the complement of oe(A). It follows from [5] that A is the sum of a normal

operator and a compact operator. If A = B + iC with B and C Hermitian, then

q(B, C) is the sum of a normal operator and a compact operator. Thus the Fredholm

index of q(B,C)—z is zero for every znot inoe(q(B,C)) = {q(x,y): x+iy E oe(A)},

which has area 0. Thus, by Theorem 8, (p(A) = 0 (since p(B,C) = q(B,C)*).

Hence

4>(T) = -</>(w) = - £ Kl E ^s*«)
k n

= - J2 XI lm*l sSn(mk) /      J(P> Q) dx dy
i.      n JDk„

rnk I   J(p,q)dxdy.    D
Jvk

k

Ç'
Question. Is dP/d Area < r(T) a.e.?
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